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ABSTRACT
Omena and caridina constitute the small indigenous species of fish in Lake Victoria. Fresh omena
and caridina are highly perishable with sun drying being commonly used to extend their shelf life.
The fisheries production of Omena in Lake Victoria has increased contributing about 60 % of the
total catch; this is only16% of its fisheries economic value. Caridina on the other hand, as a bycatch
of Omena fishery, contributes to less than 2 % of the total fishery. This study was carried out to
map the production patterns, processing and trade of Omena and Caridina so as to identify critical
points of intervention. Five fish landing sites along the shores of Lake Victoria were selected based
on geographical locations; two in the gulf region and three in the open waters. Focus Group
Discussions (FGD) with key stakeholders were used to collect data. Sindo beach landed the highest
quantity of omena (7,250 troughs/day during the peak season) while Asat beach had the least (120
troughs/day during peak season). This was attributed to the fishing effort (number of active boats)
per landing site. On the other hand, the highest quantity of Caridina was landed in Uhanya (400
troughs/day during the peak season) while Asat had the lowest (20 troughs/day during the peak
season). The pricing of processed Omena and Caridina was higher in the open lake beaches at
Sindo, Uhanya and Sori which were associated with better product quality and consequently had
a better market preference. The study recommends policy interventions on the management of
omena stocks, quality assurance and market regulation in the omena/caridina fishery. General
strategies to avert post-harvest losses are proposed through early landing, dealing with bad
weather, the proper handling of fish as well improved processing, storage and rapid turnover of
stocks in shops.
Keywords: Omena, Caridina, Lake Victoria, Quality, Processing
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The endemic silver cyprinid fish Rastrineobola argentea (Pelegrin, 1904), locally known as
omena/” omena”, is one of the three main commercial species on Lake Victoria, together with the
Nile perch Lates niloticus and Nile tilapia Oreochromis niloticus. During the 1980s, the ecosystem
of Lake Victoria underwent major changes in its physical and biological characteristics (Chapman
et al., 2008; Hecky et al., 2010). After decline of most native fish species (Van Rijssel & Witte,
2013), the abundance of the pelagic cyprinid Rastrineobola argentea (Pellegrin 1904) gradually
increased in inshore areas of Lake Victoria, where it started to exploit new food sources (MwebazaNdawula, 1998; Campbell, Hecky & Wandera, 2003).
In the last few years, the biomass of “omena” has increased from about 31,931 tonnes in September
2011 to a mean of 42,559 tonnes with a range of 25,124-63,690 tonnes in September 2018. omena
landings was 53.5% (92,421 tonnes) and 60.4% (67,425 tonnes) of the total fish production in
2014 and 2015 respectively from Kenyan portion of Lake Victoria. Recent lakewide biomass
estimates of omena show that the standing stock was 936,247 tons, accounting for 35% of the total
fish biomass in the lake, which was 42% higher than the biomass estimated during the 2018 survey
while C. nilotica was 565,348 tons, representing about 21% of the total biomass in the lake
(Hydroacoustics report, 2019).
Omena landings from Lake Victoria Kenya, was 92,421 and 67,425 tonnes in 2014 and 2015
respectively. This was attributed to an increased biomass of “omena” (LVFO, 2016), which in turn
led to an increase in fishing effort. It could also reflect decreases in the catch of tilapia and Nile
perch causing fishermen to switch to omena fishery. Catches rose steadily throughout this period,
with some fluctuations. The production of “Omena” (Rastrineobola argentea), has increased and
it now contributes about 60 % of the catch, but only16% of its value. Less than 30% of production
is utilised for human consumption, with the rest being used for stock feed (Odongkara. et al 2018).
Caridina fishery on the other hand contributes less than 2 % of the total biomass of Lake Victoria
and basically come up as bycatch of omena fishery.
Fresh Omena and Caridina is highly perishable and drying is commonly used to extend its
shelf life. This is consistent with small-scale fisheries elsewhere where quality losses can account
for > 70% of total losses (FAO, 2014) but these can be reduced through improved handling,
processing and use of appropriate packaging materials. These fish are dried traditionally, which is
7

the most affordable preservation method, transported over long distances and sold as traditional
food (Cyprian et al., 2017). The consumer preference for dried Omena is not only because of the
flavour, but also the reasonable price (Oduor-Odote et al., 2010). The widespread trade and
consumption of Omena, increases its importance for the human nutrition (IOC, 2012). Caridina
and Omena processing has remained artisanal. In both products, the major physical contaminant
is sand and droppings arising from pests such as insects, birds, pigs, and dogs who come in contact
with both products while drying on the ground (Oduor-Odote et al., 2010). The second important
factor is short shelf life, nutrient degradation, and food safety risks arising mostly from unsuitable
fishing grounds, drying and handling/storage conditions that accelerate lipid oxidation, protein
denaturation, and growth of pathogens (bacteria/fungi). As described above these traditional
systems of processing and handling result in enormous postharvest and dietary losses. It is
therefore believed that the nutritional status of the consumers, food safety and security can be
improved if consumption of correctly handled Omena is enhanced (Odoli, 2015).
This study mapped the production patterns, processing and trade of Omena and Caridina.
Focus Group Discussions involving key stakeholders from 5 landing sites was used to collect
information.

Objective
 To undertake mapping of omena and Caridina along the value chain in Lake Victoria to
identify critical points for intervention.
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2.0 METHODOLOGY
Study area

Figure 1. Map showing the sampled landing sites around L. Victoria

The study was conducted from 9th -12th November 2020 at 5 landing sites within the five riparian
Kenyan counties of Lake Victoria namely: Migori, Homa-Bay, Kisumu, Siaya and Busia. In each
county, one beach landing site was picked for data/samples collection depending on accessibility
and prominence of omena and Caridina fishery. The landing sites included Sori beach (Migori
County); Sindo beach (Homa-Bay County), Asat beach (Kisumu County), Uhanya beach (Siaya
County) and Marenga beach (Busia County) which are under their respective BMUs.
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Sampling
The study population comprised of fisheries resource user groups directly involved in omena and
Caridina capture, processing, transporting, trading and BMU officials. Focus Group Discussion
(FGD) approach was used to gather as much information (collect qualitative data) as possible from
the selected sites. This approach easily measures customer reaction and is also time saving. Focus
Groups are generally used to gather people's opinions, ideas, and beliefs on a certain topic or
product and are particularly useful when there are power differences between the participants and
decision-makers or professionals. The information was gathered through Focus Group Discussions
at each of the landing sites with various categories of stakeholders (participants) drawn randomly
but proportionately from boat owners, fishers, processors and traders of “omena” and Caridina at
the landing sites.
Data collection
This study was conducted in five (5) selected fish landing markets along the shores of Lake
Victoria. The methodology used was based on Focus Group Discussion (FGD) using guideline
questions to collect data as in Figure 2 below. The FGD participants in the survey were boat
owners, fishers/fishermen, processors, traders (vendors/sellers) who are also consumers of omena
and Caridina and the Beach Management Unit (BMU) officials. The Focus Group Discussion
participants for the survey are as indicated (Table 1).
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Figure 2: Focus Group discussion guideline questions
Table 1: Focus Group Discussions participants
Stakeholders

Name of Landing
site

Managers
Producers

Processors

Traders

(BMU

Total

officials)
Marenga omena 2

2

3

2

9

Uhanya

3

2

2

2

9

Asat

2

2

3

2

9

Sindo

2

2

3

2

9

Sori

2

2

3

2

9

Total

11

12

12

10

45
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3.0. RESULTS
Quantity, seasonality, pricing index and conversion units of omena and caridina landed at
various landing sites.
Marenga beach, has about 150 active boats targeting omena with an average landing of 30-50
troughs/boat of omena on a daily basis during the high season while for caridina, 20 troughs are
landed a day on average per boat. The peak season for omena is during the rainy season (March June) and fishing is done for 21 days in a month with around one week’s break (7 days) that is
during the moon light/lunar phase. The low season for omena is during August - November.
Caridina fishery is predominantly seasonal with fishing ongoing during the rainy season (March –
June). Fishing is done by use of small-seine nets and solar lamps with engine-powered boats.
Uhanya has about 487 active boats. The average daily landing of wet omena at Uhanya
beach was between 1000-1200 troughs during the peak season while caridina landings were on
average 400 troughs per day. The high season for omena is in the months of April to July while
caridina is mostly abundant during the rainy season i.e March/April & May. Fishing is done for an
average 21 days during the month with a week’s break during the light-phase. Most of the caridina
caught is bought by traders who take it to factories/companies that manufacture animal feeds.
Asat beach has 30 active boats in the omena and caridina fishery, and bring about 100
troughs of omena daily during the high/ peak season and about 40 troughs during the off-peak
season, with about 20 troughs daily during the peak season. The peak season for omena is from
February to April while Caridina is all seasonal but more pronounced in October/November though
it keeps on fluctuating throughout the year.
Sori landing site had 70-80 active omena boats with an average daily landing of 400 troughs
of omena during peak season and 20 troughs during the off-peak period. For Caridina, catch is 160
troughs during the peak season and 15-20 troughs during the off peak (low season). Rainy seasons
are the peak periods for both omena and caridina fisheries where as dry seasons are low season or
off-peak season for both these species.
Sindo main landing site had 250 active omena fishing boats with an average daily landing
of 25 troughs/boat/day during the peak season which happens to be during rainy season and about
5 troughs/boat/day during the low season. High quantities are also realized during the dark phase
of the moon and low catches when there is moon.
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From the study, Sindo beach produced the highest quantity of omena, followed by Marenga beach.
Surprisingly though is the fact that Uhanya beach had the highest number of active omena boats
which was not depicted in the catches of omena during the peak season as depicted in Table 2.
However, it had the highest production of Caridina. The pricing of processed omena and Caridina
was higher in Sindo, Uhanya and Sori beaches as shown in Table 3. This could be attributed to the
fact that those beaches are in the open waters, hence were of better quality and consequently had
a better market preference.
Table 2: Summary of landings details from the various beaches/sites during peak season. (as of
November 2020).
Site/Beach

No.

of No. of days fished per Peak

active boats month

season

landings

(No.

of

troughs/day)
omena

Caridina

Marenga

150

21

4500

50

Uhanya

487*

21

1200

400

Asat

30

21

100

20

Sori

80

21

300

160

Sindo

250

21

7250

-

Conversion ratios: 1 trough wet omena = 35kgs; 1 trough wet caridina = 25kgs
Table 3: Pricing index of fresh Omena/omena and caridina from various beaches (low and peak
season as of year 2020)
Landing Sites

Fresh Omena/omena prices in Kshs Fresh Caridina prices in Kshs (low
(low and peak season)
Buying

and peak season)

price Selling

price Buying

price Selling

price

from boat per after drying per from boat per after drying per
trough.

basin.

trough.

basin.

Marenga Omena

800-1000/-

1200-2000/-

150-200/-

250-300/-

Uhanya

800-1000/-

1200-1500/-

200/-

300-400/-

Asat

800/-

1000-1500/-

150-200/-

150-300/-
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Sori

500-800/-

1000-2000/-

200-250/-

250-400/-

Sindo Main

1000/-

1200-1500/-

150-200/-

300-500/-

Conversion units: 1 sack/bag = 5 basins dry omena; 1 basin dry omena = 8kgs; 1 trough wet
omena = 2 basins dry omena; 1 tin (goro goro) = 0.7kgs dry omena.

Key stakeholders and Product Quality
The value chain of the omena and caridina fisheries starts from the fishers/producers who
mainly go fishing in the lake. Boat owners count as part of the producers as some of them go
fishing. Once the catch has been landed, the boat owners take over after paying the boat crew for
their labour service, and sell the catch to processors. The processors in this case are mostly women
at the landing sites who buy omena and caridina in troughs (small quantities), dry the product for
about 8-12hrs during sunny days, and about 2 days-to-1 week during wet season. The processors
then sell their products to local consumers, and retailers from local markets who access the landing
sites. The retailers sell their products to consumers in the markets, also to re-processors who sell
to supermarkets after value-addition e.g., frying, pickling and milling omena for baby porridge
flour etc.
Sun drying accounts for about 86.4% of the Omena processed, of which more than 75% is
dried on the ground mostly under uncontrolled conditions resulting in low quality products and
high post-harvest losses, sometimes up to 100% (FAO, 2010: Ofulla O et al., 2011). Caridina is
dried alongside omena before sorting. During wet season, rehydration is likely to occur in dried
fish along the value chain posing contamination as well nutrient degradation. High quality sundried omena is realized during the dry season, however during this period there is low catch and
the prices are high. During the wet season, and with constraints in drying and minimal drying
infrastructure, omena takes long to dry to the preferred moisture content of below 14% and thus
over 50% of the total catch does not dry timely and adequately. This results to quality and quantity
loss as the poorly dried omena is not fit for human consumption and can only be sold to animal
feeds manufacturers in kilo units. One kilo of the poorly dried omena is sold at about Kshs 30-40/and at times is mixed with caridina for sale.
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For caridina, after sun-drying the product, part of it is sold to local buyers for household
animal feeds and the bigger portion is sold to animal feed manufacturers who access the landing
sites. The major animal feed manufacturers mentioned here include: United Millers in Kisumu,
Mombasa Millers in Mombasa, Kitale Millers in Kitale and some un-named animal feed
companies in Thika who usually contract agents at the landing sites to harness the products on
their behalf.

The flow charts in Figure 2 (a & b) show the value-chain actors in both fisheries.
(a)
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(b)

Figure 2. Key stakeholders in the (a) omena and (b) caridina fisheries in Lake Victoria, Kenya.

4.0 KEY ISSUES NOTED:
Policy - related issues:
1.

Conflicting fisheries policies among the East African partner states for example, use of
solar light in omena fishery which now widely used by Kenyan fishers but not preferred in
Ugandan waters

2.

Fisheries governance issues resulting from devolved fisheries structure: Stakeholders felt
that fisheries should not have been devolved.

General issues/challenges:
3.

Post-harvest loses were noted more so during the peak season of May-July which is a rainy
season when the catch from both fisheries is very high. Prudent interventions on alternative
ways of drying, storage and utilization of the fisheries. Most of the traders in omena and
Caridina incurred post-harvest losses of various forms; surface run-offs from heavy
downpour, especially during rainy seasons, rotting due to insufficient drying more so
during the rainy season as drying is sun-dependent, predators like birds and roaming pigs.
Surface run offs and predators were specific to physical losses. Damage during
transportation, rotting and contamination during drying and storage are specific to quality
losses.

4.

Harassment of fishermen by;
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 Ugandan authorities by confiscating their fishing equipment with fishermen
claiming the boundaries are hard to identify while fishing in the deep waters.
 KeFS, Coast guard and County fisheries officials by confiscating fishing gears as a
result of rampant use of illegal gears.
5.

Land ownership of some landing sites with for example, Marenga BMU office being
constructed on leased land. This was a hindrance to any future prospective developments
that could require land.

6.

Population pressure, more so around the landing beaches, has led to increased number of
fishermen and fisher folk communities. This growth has led to overfishing, increased use
of illegal fishing gears, increased cases of insecurity and fishing equipment theft.

7.

Inadequate ready markets coupled with uneven pricing of processed catch from both
fisheries in different landing sites. This is more greatly influenced by seasonality of both
fisheries and challenged ease of access to the landing sites.

8.

Most if not all boat owners lacked a means of insurance for their boats and boat engines
while noting that these equipment are relatively expensive (boat engines, fishing nets,
pressure/solar lamps, battery etc.) and are very crucial for their daily activities. This has
led to total loss in cases of theft and boat & engine confiscation.

9.

Hygiene and sanitation at most beaches were quite a lax and this posed a danger to
consumers from the handling of these fisheries at the landing sites since they lack
recommended equipment (Gloves, boots etc.). Clean water and access to sewerage services
were quite a constraint in most beaches.

10.

Lack of base capital for those engaged in fishing activities such as the traders, boat owners
and traders amongst other stakeholders

11.

Conflict of interest between the fish cage owners and wild capture fishermen. The cages
already being established in the lake have limited their waterways mobility and fishing
routes.
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12.

Poor infrastructure in terms of roads and storage facilities. Traders mostly use individual
stores that are not very conducive thus affect shelf life of the two fish products. This in
effect results in poor quality products

13.

Competition coming from Caridina fisher/traders from open water landing sites with
relatively high-quality product as compared to landing sites which are inshore e.g., Asat
beach. This situation was attributed to poor water quality in the Winam gulf which
stakeholders felt could be remedied by proper opening up of Mbita causeway to allow
water movement from the gulf to open lake and vice versa.

5.0 IDENTIFIED CRITICAL POINTS OF INTERVENTION
Interventions related to policy issues:
1.

Management of the omena stocks should be improved in accordance with the fishing
regulations for omena and business associations among its operators should be
strengthened to improve compliance with standards and record keeping.

2.

It is recommended that institutions should strengthen policy, information, fisheries
management, quality assurance and market regulation.

3.

Various operators in the sector should comply with formal and informal regulations that
relate to fisheries management, food safety standards and fish trade.

4.

The issue of standards should be addressed in order to put more value-added products on
the market. Further success in omena production, processing and trading depends largely
on improved governance of the industry, including policies, institutions and regulations,
both nationally and regionally.

5.

It is recommended that institutions should strengthen policy, information, fisheries
management, quality assurance, market regulation and data capture.

6.

Harmonization of omena fishing gear across the three riparian countries sharing the lake.

Interventions related to general challenges:
1.

For improved trade infrastructure, financing, business skills of traders, storage facilities
and institutional support need to be looked into.
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2.

Efforts should be made to improve the quality of omena to make it more attractive to human
consumers. This process must include improvement of processing methods to reduce postharvest losses and promote value-added products. Suitable storage facilities for the
products along the value chains will be required to avoid problems when it rains and to
eliminate pests. Strategies to avert post-harvest losses should be adopted through early
landing, dealing with bad weather, the proper handling of fish as well improved processing,
storage and rapid turnover of stocks in shops.

3.

Trade networks need to be developed to improve information and support among
stakeholders in the industry while government and NGOs should strengthen their support
for the industry through training, market identification, supervision, inspection and
improved technology.

4.

County governments should improve the road network to the beaches to enhance timely
and cheaper delivery of the products to the respective markets

5.

Mbita causeway should be opened to allow water movement from the gulf to open lake and
vice versa to eventually improve the prevailing water quality.

6.

Sustained monitoring, control and surveillance by GOK to stop the widespread illegal
fishing practices

7.

Funding and loan facilities by GOK and other relevant financing agencies to enable various
stakeholders (Boat owners, Fishers, processors and traders) to be extended in the fishing
industry.

8.

There is need for the Kenya Coast Guard Service, introduced in 2018 under the Kenya
Fisheries Service Act, to have a formal interaction with the BMU representatives. This will
address the illegal fishing challenges, border demarcation issues, protection from Uganda
police among others.

9.

The insurance policy owners need to be engaged and sensitized on this gap in their market
for them to tailor-make insurance solutions that suit the boat owners.

10.

The “Eat Fish Campaign” need to be steered forward and wider to all Kenyans noting the
nutritional benefits of small fish to increase their consumption.
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11.

The BMU officials should engage in community sensitization and awareness creation on
beach hygiene and sanitation to promote cleanliness. This could be in form of beach
cleanups and erecting waste disposal points.

6.0 CHALLENGES DURING FIELDWORK
1.

In respect to Ministry of Health guidelines towards Covid-19 pandemic spread control,
there only could be a controlled number of people for the Focused Group Discussions at
each landing site.

2.

Challenged access to some landing sites was experienced as some parts of the roads had
been rendered impassable by heavy rains and soil erosion e.g., Uhanya beach in Bondo
sub-county and Sindo-Main beach in Suba-North sub-county.
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Background information
Omena and caridina constitute the small indigenous species of fish in Lake Victoria. Fresh omena
and caridina, are highly perishable and drying is commonly used to extend their shelf life. The
fish are dried traditionally, which is the most affordable preservation method, transported over
long distances and sold as traditional food. Landed omena and caridina are dried in open sun
and during the rainy season, substantial postharvest losses occur as processing has remained
basically artisanal. Sun drying accounts for about 86.4% of the Omena processed, of which more
than 75% is dried on the ground mostly under uncontrolled conditions resulting in low quality
products and high post-harvest losses, sometimes up to 100%. More so during wet season,
rehydration is likely to occur in dried fish along the value chain posing contamination as well
nutrient degradation. In recent times, interventions to improve omena processing have been the
introduction of raised and enclosed drying racks, and training fishers and processors. However,
the introduced drying racks, enclosed dryers and solar tunnel dyers are limited in capacity as
well as efficiency, restricting the adoption and up scaling along Lake Victoria. More so, the
initiatives have faced serious challenges due to lack of market driven demand for quality dried
omena since the products of improved quality fetch similar market price as traditionally dried
products and the utilization of caridina dried products have been limited to animal-feed
processing fetching low prices thus lacks any incentives for upscaling. In dried omena and
caridina, the major physical contaminants are sand and droppings arising from pests such as
insects, birds, pigs, and dogs who come in contact with the fish while drying on the ground. The
second important factor is short shelf life, nutrient degradation, and food safety risks arising
mostly from unsuitable fishing grounds, drying and handling/storage conditions that accelerate
lipid oxidation, protein denaturation, and growth of pathogens (bacteria/fungi). As described
above, these traditional systems of small indigenous fish processing and handling result in
enormous postharvest and dietary losses.

i.
Methodology
 The study was conducted in 5 landing sites within the five riparian counties of Lake Victoria, Kenya
namely; Migori, Homa-Bay, Kisumu, Siaya and Busia.
 The sites were selected for data/samples collection depending on accessibility and prominence of
omena and Caridina fishery.
 Sori beach (Migori County); Sindo beach (Homa-Bay County), Asat beach (Kisumu County), Uhanya
beach (Siaya County) and Marenga beach (Busia County) were the selected sites.
 This study used Focus Group Discussion (FGD) using guideline questions to collect data.
 The FGD participants in the survey were boat owners, fishers/fishermen, processors, traders
(vendors/sellers) who are also consumers of omena and Caridina and the Beach Management Unit
(BMU) officials.
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RESULTS
Summary of landings details from the various beaches/sites during peak season. (as of November 2020).
Site/Beach

No. of active No. of days fished per Peak season landings (No. of troughs/day)
boats

month

omena

Caridina

Marenga

150

21

4500

50

Uhanya

487*

21

1200

400

Asat

30

21

100

20

Sori

80

21

300

160

Sindo

250

21

7250

-

Conversion ratios: 1 trough wet omena = 35kgs; 1 trough wet caridina = 25kgs

Pricing index of fresh Omena/omena and caridina from various beaches (low and peak season as of year 2020)
Landing Sites

Fresh Omena/omena prices in Kshs (low and Fresh Caridina prices in Kshs (low and peak
peak season)

season)

Buying price from Selling price after Buying price from Selling price after
boat per trough.

drying per basin.

boat per trough.

drying per basin.

Marenga Omena

800-1000/-

1200-2000/-

150-200/-

250-300/-

Uhanya

800-1000/-

1200-1500/-

200/-

300-400/-

Asat

800/-

1000-1500/-

150-200/-

150-300/-

Sori

500-800/-

1000-2000/-

200-250/-

250-400/-

Sindo Main

1000/-

1200-1500/-

150-200/-

300-500/-

Conversion units: 1 sack/bag = 5 basins dry omena; 1 basin dry omena = 8kgs; 1 trough wet omena = 2 basins dry
omena; 1 tin (goro goro) = 0.7kgs dry omena.
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Key stakeholders in the Omena fishery

Key stakeholders in the Caridina fishery

Product quality
3

Omena

Caridina

High quality sun-dried omena is realized during the
dry season. During the wet season, and with
constrained drying efforts and infrastructure, omena
takes long to dry to the preferred moisture content
of below 14% and >50% of the total catch does
not dry timely and adequately in the wet season.

 Caridina is dried alongside omena before
sorting.
 The Sun-dried product is partly sold to local
buyers for household animal feeds while a
bigger portion is sold to animal feed
manufacturers who access the landing sites via
agents.
 Minimal catch loss is experienced in this fishery
as much of it is sold either timely or in the long
run wholly for animal feeds.

 Quality and quantity loss is experienced at
this stage since the poorly dried omena is not
fit for human consumption and can only be
sold to animal feeds manufacturers in kilo
units.
 One kilo of the poorly dried omena is sold at
about Kshs 30-40/- and is at times mixed with
caridina for sale.

The major animal feed manufacturers include:
United Millers (Kisumu), Mombasa Millers
(Mombasa), Kitale Millers (Kitale) and some unnamed animal feed companies in Thika who
usually contract agents at the landing sites to
harness the products on their behalf.

Challenges in the Omena and Caridina fishery

Policy related challenges



Conflicting fisheries policies among the East African partner states for example, use of solar light
in omena fishery which now widely used by Kenyan fishers but not preferred in Ugandan waters
Fisheries governance issues resulting from devolved fisheries structure: Stakeholders felt that
fisheries should not have been devolved.

 General challenges:
3.

Post-harvest loses were noted more so during the peak season of May-July which is a rainy season
when the catch from both fisheries is very high. Prudent interventions on alternative ways of drying,
storage and utilization of the fisheries. Most of the traders in omena and Caridina incurred post-harvest
losses of various forms; surface run-offs from heavy downpour, especially during rainy seasons, rotting
due to insufficient drying more so during the rainy season as drying is sun-dependent, predators like
birds and roaming pigs. Surface run offs and predators were specific to physical losses. Damage during
transportation, rotting and contamination during drying and storage are specific to quality losses.

4.

Harassment of fishermen by;
 Ugandan authorities by confiscating their fishing equipment with fishermen claiming the
boundaries are hard to identify while fishing in the deep waters.
 KeFS, Coast guard and County fisheries officials by confiscating fishing gears as a result of
rampant use of illegal gears.
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5.

Land ownership of some landing sites with for example, Marenga BMU office being constructed on
leased land. This was a hindrance to any future prospective developments that could require land.

6.

Population pressure, more so around the landing beaches, has led to increased number of fishermen
and fisher folk communities. This growth has led to overfishing, increased use of illegal fishing gears,
increased cases of insecurity and fishing equipment theft.

7.

Inadequate ready markets coupled with uneven pricing of processed catch from both fisheries in
different landing sites. This is more greatly influenced by seasonality of both fisheries and challenged
ease of access to the landing sites.

8.

Most if not all boat owners lacked a means of insurance for their boats and boat engines while noting
that these equipment are relatively expensive (boat engines, fishing nets, pressure/solar lamps, battery
etc.) and are very crucial for their daily activities. This has led to total loss in cases of theft and boat &
engine confiscation.
Hygiene and sanitation at most beaches were quite a lax and this posed a danger to consumers from
the handling of these fisheries at the landing sites since they lack recommended equipment (Gloves,
boots etc.). Clean water and access to sewerage services were quite a constraint in most beaches.
Lack of base capital for those engaged in fishing activities such as the traders, boat owners and traders
amongst other stakeholders

9.
10.
11.

Conflict of interest between the fish cage owners and wild capture fishermen. The cages already being
established in the lake have limited their waterways mobility and fishing routes.

12.

Poor infrastructure in terms of roads and storage facilities. Traders mostly use individual stores that are
not very conducive thus affect shelf life of the two fish products. This in effect results in poor quality
products.

13.

Competition coming from Caridina fisher/traders from open water landing sites with relatively highquality product as compared to landing sites which are inshore e.g., Asat beach. This situation was
attributed to poor water quality in the Winam gulf which stakeholders felt could be remedied by
proper opening up of Mbita causeway to allow water movement from the gulf to open lake and vice
versa.

IDENTIFIED CRITICAL POINTS OF INTERVENTION
A. Interventions related to policy issues



Management of the omena stocks should be improved in accordance with the fishing regulations for
omena and business associations among its operators should be strengthened to improve compliance
with standards and record keeping.
It is recommended that institutions should strengthen policy, information, fisheries management,
quality assurance and market regulation.
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Various operators in the sector should comply with formal and informal regulations that relate to
fisheries management, food safety standards and fish trade.
Management of the omena stocks should be improved in accordance with the fishing regulations for
omena and business associations among its operators should be strengthened to improve compliance
with standards.
The issue of standards should be addressed in order to put more value-added products on the market.
Further success in omena production, processing and trading depends largely on improved governance
of the industry, including policies, institutions and regulations, both nationally and regionally.
It is recommended that institutions should strengthen policy, information, fisheries management,
quality assurance, market regulation and data capture.
Harmonization of omena fishing gears across the three riparian countries sharing the lake.

B. Interventions related to general challenges













For improved trade infrastructure, financing, business skills of traders, storage facilities and institutional
support need to be looked into.
Efforts should be made to improve the quality of omena to make it more attractive to human
consumers. This process must include improvement of processing methods to reduce post-harvest losses
and promote value-added products. Suitable storage facilities for the products along the value chains
will be required to avoid problems when it rains and to eliminate pests. Strategies to avert post-harvest
losses should be adopted through early landing, dealing with bad weather, the proper handling of fish
as well improved processing, storage and rapid turnover of stocks in shops.
Trade networks need to be developed to improve information and support among stakeholders in
the industry while government and NGOs should strengthen their support for the industry through
training, market identification, supervision, inspection and improved technology.
County governments should improve the road network to the beaches to enhance timely and cheaper
delivery of the products to the respective markets
Mbita causeway should be opened to allow water movement from the gulf to open lake and vice
versa to eventually improve the prevailing water quality.
Sustained Monitoring, Control and Surveillance by GOK to stop the widespread illegal fishing practices
Funding and loan facilities by GOK and other relevant financing agencies to enable various
stakeholders (Boat owners, Fishers, processors and traders) to be extended in the fishing industry.
There is need for the Kenya Coast Guard Service, introduced in 2018 under the Kenya Fisheries Service
Act, to have a formal interaction with the BMU representatives. This will address the illegal fishing
challenges, border demarcation issues, protection from Uganda police among others.
The insurance policy owners need to be engaged and sensitized on this gap in their market for them
to tailor-make insurance solutions that suit the boat owners.
The “Eat Fish Campaign” need to be steered forward and wider to all Kenyans noting the nutritional
benefits of small fish to increase their consumption.
The BMU officials should engage in community sensitization and awareness creation on beach hygiene
and sanitation to promote cleanliness. This could be in form of beach cleanups and erecting waste
disposal points.
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Appendix 9. Newspaper snip regarding uptake of solar lamps in Omena & Caridina fishery
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Appendix 10. Dissemination
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